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The Problem
Road trips are meant to be fun and exciting things to do with your friends, but
when you have a bigger group of people traveling together, it’s always
stressful making sure everyone gets to do and see what they want. Not only can it
be stressful to plan with big groups, but traveling with multiple cars can be
difficult not to mention dangerous when trying to synchronize and
communicate with each other on the road.
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PERSONA 1

Go-with-the-flow Joe

ABOUT
Joe is your stereotypical frat boy, and as
most would suspect, he knows how to
have a good time. But unfortunately,
with all the fun he's having, he never has
any time to plan. He often has crazy
ideas and pitches them to his peers but
never backs it up with ways to achieve
his plans. Recently, his group of friends

decided they want to go on a road trip to
Atlanta and Joe has major ideas for what
they're going to do. With his mind running
a mile a minute, his friends can't seem to
get a set plan from him. He soon feels
discouraged and can't figure out a way to
get out all his ideas while still being able to

28 y/o

AGE 28 y/o
CHARACTERISTICS
•
•
•
•

loud and excitable
loves working out
Takes pre-workout before his exams
Practically lives in Chubbies & vinyard vines

MOTIVATION

NEEDS

Being able to make plans easily with his
friends while still being able to make fun
spontaneous decisions.

A tool to make him feel included in the
plans made with his friends.
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PERSONA 2

Penny-pinching Pat

AGE 29 y/o
CHARACTERISTICS
• money-savvy
• mature, but not uptight
• commutes to work
• likes to stay in his comfort zone

ABOUT
Pat works in printing and is all business.
He hates traffic and is always on the go
with work and needs to save money
whenever he can. Whenever Pat finds a
way to save money or get to his
destination fast, he's happy. Pat has
always wanted to go on road trips and
explore the new places but he feels
comfortable in his shell and going the

easy way out and fast. When his friends
asked him to go on a road trip, he had
plenty of concerns. How are they going to
find cheap gas along the way, how are
they going to plan quick and easy
bathroom stops, and what about the
traffic? He needs to find some way to
have fun with his friends while still staying
in his “penny-pinching” comfort zone.

MOTIVATION

NEEDS

Wanting to feel included with his more
care-free friends, while still staying in his
comfort zone on their road trips

Having the ability to create smart and easy
on the wallet road trip plans with his
friends, even when they're not concerned
with costs.
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PERSONA 3

Organized Olivia

AGE 21 y/o
CHARACTERISTICS
• very smart
• thoughtful with all of her actions
• constantly studying
• loves her friends

ABOUT
Olivia is a second-year student major in
History at Harvard University. Part of the
recipes for her success is Olivia’s extensive
organization skills. Olivia loves history, as
a result, her favorite hobby is to travel and
visit cultural-rich sites. Olivia cherishes to
drive with friends who have the same
interests to different places on a weekend
trip. She treasures the conversations and

friendship from those weekend travels.
When she has the idea to go on a road trip
with her friends she immediately started
planning, but with everyone else wanting
to share their ideas about the trip, Olivia
quickly gets overwhelmed. She wants to let
everyone else in her friend group help in the
planning process, but its just too
complicated over text!

MOTIVATION

NEEDS

To have a perfectly planned out trip and
to be able to have fun without worry.

Wants to efficiently and collaboratively
plan her road trip with her friends while
being organized and still having fun.
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• Estimated duration of trips given are inaccurate
• Information is old and outdated
• Only available for IOS
• Shared trips can’t be edited by others

CON’S

• Can be used outside of the US
• Can be used to plan gas stops and rest stops
• Easy to add detour stops
• Very visually appealing (branding wise)
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Survey Questions
Frequency of
road trips
every month

The scenic vs.
the fast route

Motvation to
take a road trip

53%

11%

3-5 times

48%
Scenic

51%

1 time a month

32%

13%

51%

2%

Fast Route
Sight Memories
Seeing

Save
Money

Other
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Pros of road trips?

“music, conversations, seeing America”
“stopping in new cities”
“saving places on google maps”

48%

Yes
(More than 1 car)

“group chats”

No

“ spending time with friends”

“cross country with a map”
“rough outline and then winging it”
“google drive planning”

51%

“i love stopping anywhere along the way”

“it’s based around locations to visit”

Cons of Roadtrips?

“hate when someone doesn’t know what
to do with the AUX (trash music)”
“not enough vegetarian places to eat
on the road”
“hate planning efficient stop points”
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Our Strategy
Trippin focuses on making your road trips
with friends as easy and as organized as
possible while documenting your trip and
creating lasting bonds with your trip buddies.
We want to be more than just a navigation
app, we want to help you make
unforgettable trips and memories that will
last a lifetime.
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Our Brand Promise
Here at Trippin, we promise to help you
create lasting memories with friends. With
planning your trip becoming easier and
easier with us, you can focus on having fun
and experiencing what's around you.
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KEY PARTNERS

• People taking roadtrips
• Businesses
• Investors

COST
STRUCTURE

• Marketing & Advertising
• Technoloical set up &
running costs
• Salaries to permanent
employees

|
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VALUE
PROPOSITIONS

Businesses
• Partnered businesses can
advertise and offer
promotions through the
app to travelers that are
in the area

Travelers
• Users benefit from the
convenience of planning
tools, synchronizing
their routes
• Given an easier way of
communicating while they
are on the road
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REVENUE
STREAMS

Advertisements
• Businesses can pay to be
features or recommended
to travelers on the app

Extra Features
• Marketing & Advertising
• More ways of being able
to customize trips
• Possible subscription for
even more group
discounts for restaurants,
activities, etc.
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SCOPE

Functions

Map
• Map Navigation
• Setting up routes
• Search for stops
- Food
- Sightseeing
- Activities

Profile
• Edit Profile
• Current Trip
• View personal trips
• Discover Other Trips
• View Friends
• Photo Gallery

Chat
• Passenger Mode
• Driver Mode
• Chat space
• Voice message
• Share photos
• Action emoji’s
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APP LAUNCH

Flowchart

LOG IN

CREATE NEW ACCOUNT

PROFILE/TRIPS

CHAT

NAVIGATION

NO ACTIVE TRIPS

CHAT BOX

NO ACTIVE TRIPS

CURRENT TRIP PREVIEW

LIVE MAP

EMOJI’S/SHORTCUTS

SEARCH SHORTCUT

TYPE SPACE

ORIGIN/DESTINATION

DE/ACTIVATE

GAS STATION SHORTCUT

ITINERARY (STOPS)

VOICE RECORDING OPTION

ROUTE TYPES
SEARCH STOPS

ACTIVE TRIP INFO

FOOD SHORTCUT

MAP ROUTE PREVIEW

CREATE TRIP

MY TRIPS

INPUT TRIP NAME

LIST OF TRIPS

ORIGIN/DESTINATION
TRAVEL BUDDIES
EDIT

SEARCH BUDDIES
ADD BUDDIES

INPUT ORIGIN/DESTINATION

TIME/DATE

ADD TO ROUTE

MY BUDDIES

DISCOVER TRIPS
ADD PLACES TO ITINERARY
SEARCH
CATEGORIES

ACTIVE TRENDING TRIPS
ACTIVE FRIENDS’ TRIPS

RECOMMENDATIONS
CHOOSE FROM RECOMMENDED ROUTES

TRIP NAME
ORIGIN/DESTINATION

TRAVEL TIME
# PREV. TRAVELERS
FEATURE TAGS
(QUICK , SCENIC, FOODY, etc.)

TRAVEL BUDDIES

MEMORIES
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NAVIGATION

NO ACTIVE TRIPS

LIVE MAP

SEARCH SHORTCUT
ORIGIN/DESTINATION
ROUTE TYPES
SEARCH STOPS
ADD TO ROUTE
DONE, ADD BUDDIES

FOOD SHORTCUT
GAS STATION SHORTCUT
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USER TESTING

“ I thought it was cool that it encompasses all
parts of the the road trip experience, from
planning, to during the trip, and then being able
to share your photos afterwards. ”
JUSTIN

“The driver mode feature seems really useful,
but maybe instead of just having the emoji
things, you could add a voice messaging
option, I use that alot when I drive and need
to reply to someone quick.
NIKKA
FEEDBACK

• icons need to be more intuitive for their
function, more easily understood
• add voice messaging for driver’s chat
• make it more fun by adding icons for
other cars on the map
• revise typelogo, polished & legible
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MAP - PLANNING THE TRIP

Mid-Fi Wireframing

REVISIONS

• type logo is simplified
• simplified the process of creating a
trip (users are now guided through
the process of building their trip)
• eliminated features that weren’t as
important for the app (focused more
on the chat, navigation and trip
creation, more than the social
profile part of the app)

PROFILE

MY TRIPS

TRIP INFORMATION
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SKELETON

Mid-Fi Wireframing

REVISIONS

• color coded icons for cars on map
• created our own map interface
inspired by waze, google maps, etc.
• added voice messaging function to
the driver chat mode

MAP - DURING TRIP

ACTION EMOJI NOTIFICATION

CHAT - PASSENGER MODE

DRIVER MODE
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Plan Your Trip
Plan trips by entering your origin and final destination,
then organize your itinerary by searching for stops, or
look through some recommended places on the way.

check out pre-planned routes
depending on what kind of road
trip you want

Recommended stops for
food, sightseeing, and
activities can be added

Rearrange the
stops of your trip
Enter the origin & destination of
your road trip, and view a
straightforward route
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Customize Your Trip
Name your trip, add travel buddies and even
add a soundtrack so everyone can jam out to
the same music on the road!

Choose a music source to
add a road trip soundtrack
Name your trip and add
buddies from your friend’s list

Check out and
edit your trip summary
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Profile Page
Through the profile page, users can activate a
trip, view trending trips other people are
taking, or view your old trips.

Profile Homepage lets
you view other trips,
friends, and view your
photo gallery

View all the trips
you’ve made

Users can upload photos and
organize them under the
different trips to easily share
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Road Safety & Convenience
Once a trip is made active and the road trip begins, the chat
function allows for safer communication between cars, shortcut
emoji’s, as well as a synchronized map.

Use these emoji’s to signal
the other drivers for
emergencie

Toggle between
passenger and
driver mode

View where the rest of
your travel buddies are
on the road

Get notified and update your
route instantly when another car
needs to make a stop, or if one of
our partnered restaurants is close

Protoype Video
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Summary
The initial problem was the poor experience of Road trips
when it came to planning something for everyone in a big
group, to the stress and danger in communicating making
sure everyone stuck together on the road.
Trippin is the ultimate road trip app, designed to facilitate
the before, during, and after, of every road trip.
Groups of friends are able to plan their itinerary how they
want; from adding stops, and viewing Trippin’s recommended
stops, including the rest of your buddies, to even adding a
soundtrack for your trip.
The chat feature solves any miscommunication while on the
road, allowing drivers to communicate with each other
quickly and safely.
The map navigation helps to keep all cars synchronized,
making sure nobody gets lost or left behind, and allows
drivers to edit their route instantly during emergency stops.
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Any questions or comments?
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